The BSB 'the Blue Sky Broadcaster'
The BSB 'the Blue Sky Broadcaster'
The BSB is a new step in the Orgonite broadcasting, of the entirety of the Orgonite arsenal I
personally have not seen anything that gave so much positive results.
The concept is simple: broadcast the Orgonite energy into the electrical grid complex
How: take any Orgonite device and wrap an electric cord around it 7 or more times
Plug the cord into a electric socket and in the other end plug in a night light, salt lamp,
Christmas light, etc... or any appliances .
From the report that we are getting from the field it appear that the grid is becoming in it self
an Orgon generator, and that the "death" towers are now broadcasting Orgon energy.
It is now possible and recommended that your 'gifting' be done from your living room, not
much need to address impossible locations when you can go to the utmost hidden and remote
secret places by energizing the grid.
Another step is to wrap your computer cables; this will travel to another grid, possibly world
wide (WWW)
And at last you also can wrap your telephone cable as well and that will go to again another
grid.
By doing all of this you are just about guarantying yourself a blue sky
j

Re: The BSB 'the Blue Sky Broadcaster'
Hi, as a newbie to all this, I'm having a bit of a difficulty visualizing the "electrical cord"
connections. Pics would help. If I go to Radio Shack,for example, what do I ask for? How
effective is the BSB by itself? And is that gold foil on the surface? It seems a bit of a shame to
hide the beauty of the piece with your every day cord. Any ideas on ways to keep the
aesthetics while powering up?
Also, I read on WM that orgone tends to attract insects, true? I get roaches, ants, etc. and am
already probably self-poisoning myself with pesticides. But I don't want to have to wrap
orgonite then connect it to one of those outdoor insect killing zappers, the vibes would seem a
bit conflicted, if you know what I mean.
nepenthe
Hello Nepenthe
If you go to viewtopic.php?f=2&t=4 you will see many options for making the BSB, and you
are correct, we are hiding a beautiful creation every time we wrap a cord around it, but we are
making a trade for heavenly looking clouds
, and beside you can make two, one for the
BSB and the other one to look upon , also you can just as well wrap the cord without the

salt water, I thought the salt water help, but the inconvenience is not worth it for me anymore,
it works well without.
As far as insects, that is the further thing from the truth, I had a delightful cat (passed in my
arms last year ), and for about four years before that there was not one flea on her, and my
present beast (the nicest pit bul you'll ever seen) have zero flea, both spend their time outside
in the grass and in the woods, as well as no ticks, I have never used any chemical products on
them what so ever
Now to get rid of unwanted insects, it is easy and not toxic, what you must get is
Diatomaceous Earth, is not toxic (I take some everyday) and will eliminate all of your pest
(children and spouses not included) .
The broadcasting is a good thing, the best for getting beautiful clouds
josh
josh wrote: Now to get rid of unwanted insects, it is easy and not toxic, what you must get is
Diatomaceous Earth, is not toxic (I take some everyday) and will eliminate all of your pest
Josh, I've never heard of this ... until now Have done some reading and am now about to
order some. I have a silverfish (earwig) population here that I've looked for a natural solution
to, and had read that Diatomaceous Earth in the form of kitty litter worked. From the info in
your post, it tweaked my curiosity, and I'm surprised (pleasantly ) at not just how effective
it is, but how versatile, and even necessary for good health!
thank you for the info!
Dear,
I first appreciate the magnanimity of Josh for revealing his pillow secret.
May God bless Josh for this divine act. My sincere gratitude to Josh.
I am searching for sea weed to make Josh pillow in Dubai.
I am new to orgonite, in the learning process before making the first one.
request certain clarifications.
1) The DOR to OR conversion rate
a)is directly proportional to the current flowing through the cable wound
above the HHG or TB? or only a simple power supply cord with an indicator bulb will do?
b) is limited by the capacity of the HHG? ie, if the HHG is bigger then the conversion rate is
bigger?
or this is limited to the area of the power generator supply lines?
2) HHG made with only superfine metals( XHD)and 4cm length crystals, will this perform
better due to the EMR from the wrap around cable? I have superfine iron powder with me
now and trying to get copper powder.
Thanks in advance,
Best Regards
G'day Gifters....... Greetings from Australia
.Thought I'd share my experiences so far.
My first Broadcaster was a mini induction CB. wrapped with H'duty extension lead ,placed in
salt water in a lidded bucket. It ran a digital clock and sometimes a pedistal fan 24 / 7.
I noticed a strong , but pleasant orgone field instantly, I later replaced the CB with a purpose

built very large cone.This was double dipped in resin to prevent salt water corrosion, which
affected the previous CB.
On the way to work, I stopped into the local shop and into an orgone paradise. The staff and
customers were glowing and happy for first thing in the morning ! !
The shop has several upright fridges, couple of freezers,walk in coolroom, satelite Tv ,etc.
An electromagnetic radiation nightmare. Had already gifted Hhg and Tb which gave it
a pleasant atmosphere.
.......But this was very different....I think I walked out glowing too !
I drove along the country road ,dotted with 20 acre blocks and lined with regular powerlines.
I swear I could feel the orgone field all the way.
That was about 7 weeks ago.
Read post about toroidal shape Broadcaster, <doughnut shape> , so made three....one for
Bluegum,
and one each for Darwin and Palmerston.
Maybe Bluegum could post a picture.
So a bit about two weeks ago both were installed.
Continued...
The Darwin one Ok. The lady in Palmerston had to reset hers outside. It was too strong
inside so it runs 24/7 in an enclosed verandah.....cool.
After a visit I noticed the whole area very positive. The people in large shopping centre
seemed
to be happy....many smiling...very unusual !
At this time of year , one month away from the shortest day the Top End should be in the
middle of the dry season......a beautiful time of the year....Cool nights ,30+* C during the
day....camping, fishing and NO rain.We had 1 week of dry season.....THEN.,,,
At the same time Broadcasters deployed , weather starts streaming across the continent,
from NW <Indonesia> through to east coast, dropping rain here and there...some really heavy
esp.
in Darwin and further south, Gregory National Park was closed due to flooding.Also to east
coast !
Trouble is high humidity and temperatures have been the Pits...revolting . Everyone's
hanging out for the dry .Looking forward to using a blanket again. Ha....Looks like dry
weather
back next week...High pressure system moving in...Hooray !
Jeans and jumper instead of just jocks !....Thanks Josh....Broadcasters...Techniques that work
!!!
Mine is still hooked up since earlier this spring. It was made by Josh. I am running the
refrigerator, the cat's water fountain dish (always on), and my nano shield when it is not on
batteries being carried around. Still plugging away, it is. I really, really notice a difference in
the skies the past few months. I thought it was just going to be temporary but naw, they spray,
it goes away! I'll post pics soon and will try to recall my initial impressions of when I first
installed it.

Here are the promised pictures. They were once on another forum but removed and I don't
know why. This is an incredibly powerful device.
....
Ok, how do you include pictures in the posts for this forum? I used the codes but it didn't do
anything....?????
update! Cool, thanks Josh and admin, I'll post those pics now!

Just an unassuming bucket

Aha! But no ordinary bucket!

Splitter setup

by josh » Sun May 30, 2010 3:55 am
Nepi I will see the person whom did this site may be Tuesday and I will show her your post, I
am certain she will fix it
j
josh
Posts: 276
Joined: Fri May 28, 2010 3:10 am
by nepipemi » Tue Jun 01, 2010 8:30 pm
I will try to recall my first experiences with it. I am really disappointed that my initial report
from earlier this spring was removed without explanation on WM, actually the entire topic
was removed.
Let me preface this with explaining the device is like a huge HHG that is set up to backfeed
orgone energy through the electric grid essentially gifting anyone who is on the same electric
company.
The device itself is about a 5-10 lb piece of orgonite made with the usual ingredients with
added herkimer diamonds, iron oxide and the typical HHG crystal layout. (It has been hooked
up for a few months now so I can't recall exactly what it weighs). There is a large gauge,
heavy duty extension cord (waterproof contractor grade), coiled tightly around the large
orgonite cone. This is all set down inside a bucket. Both ends of the extension cord reach
outside of the bucket, and the male plug end connected to a standard wall outlet. The other
end is just above the rim of the bucket. For convenience sake, the lid of the bucket was
included but with two holes cut for both ends of the extension cord to poke out. Redmond red
earth salt was included to make a saline water solution enough to almost cover the orgonite.
The top of the orgonite cone sticks up out of the water a bit. I put the device in my kitchen so

I could plug the refrigerator into it since it runs frequently at a higher wattage than a
nightlight. I tried to decide between a low wattage device that was always on or a higher
wattage device that ran intermittently and the second option won out. I hooked up a multi-way
splitter to the end of the extension cord and plugged in a few other devices as well including a
water fountain that always runs, and an orgonite device with mobius coil that is powered by a
15 hz frequency generator. I figured with these devices running just about constantly, it would
provide plenty of backfeed opportunity to see results.
I notified several of my friends who lived in town and only one was able to feel a difference.
Easter Sunday this year was the first full day it was hooked up, I believe. (will repost the
feedback from my friend). The weather was in the process of becoming spring so the other
people could not decide if the improved mood, the cheerfulness, the sense of relief and well
being was due to winter changing to spring or something else. So if you can imagine cold,
dreariness, changing to warm brightness, well, that is what happened. I was totally on cloud
nine for several days which is always what happens when I first bring new powerful orgonite
devices into my home. I was running around crazy all amped up like I was high on speed or
something. In my hyperdrive state of operating, I seemed to have a lot of self made disasters,
spill, accidental mishaps, etc, and normally that stuff makes me just want to give up and go sit
down and take a nap but during that first week, nothing, and I mean nothing seemed to phase
my high. You wouldn't even believe how much stuff I was able to get done during that time.
I also noticed around that general time frame that spraying was not occurring as frequently as
before. When I finally did notice spraying, it seemed like it was gone within a very short time.
It is still like that even two months later, or has it been 3 months? There is a part of town that
gets sprayed very heavy all the time and it still happens but it just doesn't stay around. I
wouldn't recognize a slyph if one sat down on top of me but what happens is the chems start
to dissipate and some huge and awesome cirrus looking cloud formations start to occur.
The resident dowser (now banned with no explanation) on the previous forum where this info
was posted dowsed that the ambient energy of my region had been increased by 30-40% since
the device was hooked up. I don't remember how large of a radius he said, though. The same
person installed similar devices of his own in his region and experienced radical changes in
the energy levels in his city. (I hope he will repost the info here soon)
nepipemi
My Broadcaster is still working beautifully after two months. Nice to see you all here!
Peace
Steve
Hi Steve! Nice to see you
nepipemi
EXCELLENT Nepi.,
love your photos.....again.....built my first broadcaster based on these photos.
Easily made clear.....and what an oustanding device to help EVERYONE ! !
I seem to be in a constant state of excitement these days...ho hum....so much
so that I think I'm going to get totally

PLASTERED.........
this weekend....can hardly wait..Ha ha
Thought I'd include my donut Grid Buster pics for your pleasure and for those interested in
how it was put together.

The only problem with a closed mind...
...is that you only learn the truth after you've become a victim of it.
Hooked my CB to the grid after dowsing that it would serve better that way. Saw amazing
blue skies, beautiful cumulous clouds, and some much needed rain today. Sylphs appeared

over our house after hooking up the CB to the grid.

Blessings
Steve
Attachments

Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by nepipemi » Sun Jun 13, 2010 8:11 am
Wow, I never imagined that a CB would be better utilized. Steve dowsed my CB at a pretty
average bovis level so maybe I'd be wise to consider the same thing. I am still trying to figure
out a method to dowse bovis. Where is Indigo Wolf when you need him? (only because he
was a newbie that learned really fast, just keen on discovering his method).
Is that silicone lubricant in your photos the same stuff used for a belt dressing?
This plaster orgonite reminds of an art project I did in high school. We molded plaster into a
milk carton then carved the block of plaster into shapes. I made a hand giving the peace sign.
Man, how cool would that have been to have crystals and stones embedded into that hand!
nepipemi
Hi Nepi... The silicone lube is for metal , rubber,,,not leather ...don't bother to even use it on
small pieces. Glass and silicone moulds. for Tb's and Hhg,s
Just wanted to be sure that big plaster came out.
@ Steve....great work....great photos and info, CB broadcaster must pack some punch.

This is good, I believe I am going to do the same with a Cloud Booster I have in the
mountain, It did good for a little while, may be 30 to 40 days, but not much more, no mater
how big I made my CB the Chemsoup came back.
Actually I have so much hooked up to the grid now, it may be best to give this CB for another
location for broadcasting
Thank you Steve, this is taking a large step toward more blue sky
j
josh
Day three with the CB hooked up to the grid. Feels and looks like "hyper-reality" to me.

Blessings
Steve
Attachments

Oh, not that kind of belt, like an alternator belt in a car. We have some belt dressing and I
think it is silicone. I've never had any luck with lubricants.
Nepi, I use to have problems with lubricants until I spoke to Mark at US composite, very
pleasant person, he advise me to get some car wax and wax the mold that I was going to use
and then put lubricant on it, ever since I have had no problem, for pieces with a bad attitude, I
let them cool and put them in the freezer over night.
These pictures of the cloud nation have been an every day event here with us for over two
month, ever since we started the Broadcasting, so if your clouds are like these please post so
we can see and rejoice, if not, make a broadcaster, resin or plaster and you will have blue sky

This is the table center piece

Josh

Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by Steve » Mon Jun 14, 2010 11:33 pm
Wow! Now those are some luscious clouds Josh! Good work!

Hey Bluegum,
that is an awesome looking device. What did you use for a mold?
What were your initial impressions of the ambient energy levels after installing it?
blessings,
Nepi
nepipemi
Posts: 45
Joined: Sat May 29, 2010 11:35 am
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Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by josh » Fri Jun 11, 2010 7:05 am
Hello Bluegum
Since broadcasting have you noticed more blue sky and magnificent clouds, over here it made
such a difference, they still spray, but it is a joke anymore, it is gone in a short time, and since
we are broadcasting the whole grid giving so much life to the clouds, it could be, it just could
be....that the whole chem soup is changing into a wonderful fertilizer for nature, I don't know
how to prove this, but if we are reversing the spin of the soup it will become a good thing at
best and a neutral compound at worst , so we are doing good regardless
josh
josh
Posts: 276
Joined: Fri May 28, 2010 3:10 am
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Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by Steve » Sun Jun 13, 2010 6:50 am

Hooked my CB to the grid after dowsing that it would serve better that way. Saw amazing
blue skies, beautiful cumulous clouds, and some much needed rain today. Sylphs appeared
over our house after hooking up the CB to the grid.

Blessings
Steve
Attachments
Steve
Posts: 35
Joined: Tue Jun 01, 2010 9:58 pm
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Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by nepipemi » Sun Jun 13, 2010 8:11 am
Wow, I never imagined that a CB would be better utilized. Steve dowsed my CB at a pretty
average bovis level so maybe I'd be wise to consider the same thing. I am still trying to figure
out a method to dowse bovis. Where is Indigo Wolf when you need him? (only because he
was a newbie that learned really fast, just keen on discovering his method).
Is that silicone lubricant in your photos the same stuff used for a belt dressing?
This plaster orgonite reminds of an art project I did in high school. We molded plaster into a
milk carton then carved the block of plaster into shapes. I made a hand giving the peace sign.
Man, how cool would that have been to have crystals and stones embedded into that hand!
nepipemi
Posts: 45
Joined: Sat May 29, 2010 11:35 am
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Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by monsoon gecko » Sun Jun 13, 2010 9:15 am
Hi Nepi... The silicone lube is for metal , rubber,,,not leather ...don't bother to even use it on
small pieces. Glass and silicone moulds. for Tb's and Hhg,s
Just wanted to be sure that big plaster came out.
@ Steve....great work....great photos and info, CB broadcaster must pack some punch.
Thanks.
monsoon gecko
Posts: 219
Joined: Fri May 28, 2010 9:49 am
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Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by josh » Sun Jun 13, 2010 3:50 pm
This is good, I believe I am going to do the same with a Cloud Booster I have in the
mountain, It did good for a little while, may be 30 to 40 days, but not much more, no mater
how big I made my CB the Chemsoup came back.
Actually I have so much hooked up to the grid now, it may be best to give this CB for another
location for broadcasting
Thank you Steve, this is taking a large step toward more blue sky
j
josh
Posts: 276
Joined: Fri May 28, 2010 3:10 am
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Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by Steve » Sun Jun 13, 2010 11:49 pm
Day three with the CB hooked up to the grid. Feels and looks like "hyper-reality" to me.
Blessings
Steve
Attachments

Guess I'm spoilt, We see those healthy cumulus and cumulonimbus storm clouds all the
time in the "build up" and
wet seasons all the time. Good to see you've got them too ! The lightning shows here, are
amazing...sometimes scarey !
What a pleasant surprise to see you on OrgonizeAustralia, Josh and Nepi...Thankyou
Today unexpected call out to my favourite school...last week of term ,. We made more plaster
orgonite !...senior class
took a junior class...instructed and made..very efficient..I just sat back...ha ha . Another lot of
homes gifted. !
Broadcaster questions,
I've recently seen many broadcaster models lately, both big and small, that don't use the
bucket of salt water.
The 3 broadcasters operating in Darwin, Palmerston and rural <at my place > all operate on
the salt water model.
I believe they changed our seasonal weather for a couple of weeks...rain in dry season..very
abnormal..new records !
1. So how necessary is the bucket of salt water..how does it work ?......induction ?
2. How important is the mass of broadcaster ? Will all sizes work equally ?
I note this concept is not a new one. ref ..hooten. Coiling a cord around matrix looks alot safer
!
My plaster broadcaster should be up and running in a week....still damp,
Can a large resin broadcaster work efficently without water ?.... I think people would trial it
more readily, less
mucking around.
Interested in the mechanics..theory.. to help promote concept...ha ha ..I know it works ,
already...just trying
to clarify my thinking...Thanks
monsoon gecko
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Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by josh » Tue Jun 15, 2010 8:22 pm
Gosh MG you are right those clouds look almost scary, I must say that I have never seen
clouds with that much presence and life..... it look like they are saying : "now you try to mess
with me and see what happen".
At the same time that I was introducing the Broadcaster on WM I also was trying to change to
name of the CBs to that of a CLOUD BOOSTER, and the change might have created a new
paradigm for the entire cloud nation, this was the idea of my lady Catherine.
As far as the salt water; I like it I think it work and I have been using it for many years, but
you are totally correct about the 'mucking' there are folks that use the broadcaster without salt
water with excellent results, and at this time I am telling everyone to do it dry, just make a
few more coils around.
On the old forum, I remember this Hooten gent, thats a long time ago, before 2005 , You
know I am quite certain that someone somewhere has though of doing this broadcasting idea,
the important thing is that we do it since it appear to be working better than anything so far.
This past three weeks I have been doing this double broadcasting : on a long extension cord,
wrap a small devise near the male side, make sure you have 10 or 15 feet of free wire and then
wrap another small devise, if the cord is long enough, you can do another 10 feet of free wire
and install another devise, so this is what you will have, (now for this idea I use small
Orgonite such as the pendant I sent you)
10 feet (3 or 4 meter) 10 feet ( 3or4 meter)
---------------------X--------------------------------------------------X---------------------------------------------------------X-------------------Male..............device..........................................device...................................................device...
...........female
side side
Just passing the wire across the device will not do near enough, wrapping is necessary
Here I have so many devices wrapped up: big, small, Orgonite, plasterite, it would be difficult
to say , this or that
is working best
Now I am giving devices to people to put in their home, I even buy the extension cord for
them, lot easier than going to find all of the nefarious places all over the country side
josh

MG I think we may see the light at the end of the tunnel, and this time I dont think it is a train
think we may see the light at the end of the tunnel, and this time I dont think it is a train

yeah, it's more like a one eyed monkey on a motorcycle with a clown wig.

Ok, I'll shut up now, couldn't resist.
nepipemi

Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by josh » Wed Jun 16, 2010 6:21 am
Now now madame Nepi
josh
Posts: 276
Joined: Fri May 28, 2010 3:10 am
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Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by nepipemi » Sat Jun 19, 2010 3:24 pm
My 'BC' has been hooked up since April of this year. Here are some pics I took 2 days ago.
They are trying their damnedest to steal my blue sky.

See the pretty normal clouds with the crud above them.

That day, I decided it was time to pour another BC. The next day, no crud!
nepipemi
Nepi , good work, have you noticed that even with their hard try at "whiting out" the clouds
are there, before they would spray and nothing was there to stop them, and now the clouds are
making those trails go away quickly
josh

Re: Broadcaster on the Electricity Grid
by josh » Thu Jul 08, 2010 7:00 am
And now I have taken all of my Orgonite Broadcasters off line, and only use my
Plasterite devices as broadcasters, and the sky is magnificent, will post more clouds
pictures soon, I feel that we are broadcasting a much higher frequency with the
plasterite
josh

